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and Khryse and islands like Heptanesia and Trinesia.
We know on the oth er hand that some Indian towns were
formed by agglomerations * and this fact justifies names
like Paneapura, Pancagr&ma.
By the side of names in -pura, we find names of towns
of the type Hippokoura, Barakoura. Koura was no
doubfc an Indian word meaning " town." The Mah&bhSrata
mentions on several occasions the town of Dantakura and
associates it with the name of the Kalinga people. It
does not seem to be doubtful at all that Dantakura was
"a geographical name either analogous to or identical
with Dantapura," the town of the Kalingas (S. Levi:
Notes Indiennes in Journ. As., 1925,1, 4j8-s5, infra, App. to
Part III). Dantapura may mean " the city of elephant's
tusks." The country of Kalinga was famous for its
elephants (Le Parinirvana et les Funerailles du Buddha, pp.
117-8). Dantakura being a designation analogous to
Dantapura, it is tempting to suggest the equivalence :
j0«ra = fcwra=town. It will be seen just now that this
hypothesis explains a certain number of facts.
In names like Hippokoura, Barakoura, the intervocalic
occlusive k can easily change into a sonant g. This is why
we find in the Tables of Ptolemy another type in
-goura by the side of that in -koura'y Nagagoura,
Souannagoura, Astagoura. Naga no doubt stands for
na,ga " dragon "; Souanna for suvarna (cf, Pali savanna)
" gold "; asta for asta " eight." Nagagoura was probably
the city of naga (cf. modern Nagpur); Sounnagoura,
" the city of gold" and Astagoura a name with a
numerical element "at the beginning comparable to
1    On the different agglomerations comprised under the sole name
of Vaisaii, cf. Uvasagadasao, edit. R. Hoernle, fola. 1, n. 8.
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